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Zero
Somebody once told me that every atom in your body is replaced
within a period of five years’ time.

This same person also once told

me that if your hand is larger than your face that the fact of the matter
points

to

cancer.

So

beyond

placing

too

much

attention

on

the

reliability of the source I instead think about changes and non-changes
due to aging, experience, circumstance, and the physical makeup of what
makes you you and how this all differs from not you. Could the physical
you-ness be completely different and at least to a degree of several
times removed from birth to death?

So by the time you are fifty your

body has exchanged all its material ten times.

Ten you’s.

Ten I’s.

An

aged person may have no material whatsoever that was inherited from their
childhood existence.

Or perhaps more likely that material expended from

one’s youth may continue its own journey following a path which cycles
it back to the body it had once inhabited.

A unit of carbon comprising

a cone cell which allows an infant their first glimpse of color could
some years later make its way into the arterial plaque that leads to
stroke induced blindness.
multiple roles.

One agent living multiple lives, performing

It would not be a stretch then to assume that the

exchange of material also has free trade amongst multiple persons.

So

Alex, who told me about the five year atom rule and who smashed my hand
into my naïve face and inquired as to why I would hit myself, has likely
given me some of my stuff and I have returned likewise.
In later conversation, Alex mentioned that if one was to assume
that most adults contain around 7,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
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atoms,

chances are that you share your self with nearly every human,

plant, and animal that has existed on earth along with various stars and
heavenly bodies.

Many of these components formed billions of years ago

in some of the most powerful events in the universe and many will continue
equidistantly into the future and further.
more non-material than material.

These atoms themselves are

Alex tells me that the entire human

race could fit squeezed into a soy sauce packet if all the empty space
was removed.
I asked.

We are mostly nothing?

“Nothing is something, isn’t it?”

There wasn’t a response.
We sat there in one of those Chinese takeout
places that seem to have homogenous menu, flavors,
and décor with hundreds of other locations that
dot the city.
neighborhood

This one is called Ting Hua.
I

live

in

has

long

since

The
been

overtaken by strollers and shops I can’t afford.
There are crossing guards, organic foods, and
safety; so unlike identical but different food
places, there was no need for thick bullet proof
glass between us and the ones preparing our food.
Under the stale florescent light, air and surface
are viscous from round-the-clock fryer activity.

There are two tables

in the front for those that need a place to consume, although most of
that occurs away from here. I had asked Alex to meet for a brief
interview. The purpose would hopefully be to gather interesting material
for my thesis work.
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Material that I could have but not of my own.

Before Alex had told me of this material exchange of one’s self I
had already noticed other me’s.
thought.

There’s other stuff there.

coordinate in space and time.
things.

You are more than just material I

Something in context.

origin.

An

expectations.
encountered.

origin
A

twenty

of

An orientation relative to other not-youA substantiation of relationships.

meaning.

four

You are a place, a point, a

seven

Meanings
broadcast

transmitted
blanketing

An

through

everything

Consciously and not.

For me there are self’s which had occupied various periods of my
life marked by particular belief systems and assumed identities.

Between

these periods were moments of change that demarcated one self from the
next self.

At times the selves would overlap.

in others and others within myself.

I have noticed my self

Mingling with the physical stuff

there is the experiential stuff: first love, going hungry, restless
sleep,

detecting fallibility in authority.

of authority.
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Alex was a reliable skeptic

One

CS: Do you go see art much?
AM: Yes.
CS: What is the last thing that has struck you?
AM: Hey I’m sure at this point you’ve had to talk too much about art. Let’s talk about something else.
CS: Ummmm...ok, is there something else you have in mind you’d rather discuss?
AM: No, not sure, you pick. Let’s start over...but with something else.
CS: Okay...How do you feel about honesty?
AM: I like it but I think it’s something that sometimes makes sense and other times doesn’t.
CS: You mean as in the cost and benefits of when to be honest and when not?
AM: No, I mean when honesty even applies as a possible condition. You know, when it fits. Honesty as a concept
can only exist in a system that supports it. For instance, if you...

We were interrupted by the guy behind
the counter motioning to us that our food
was ready.

I grabbed the plastic bags and

asked for a couple pairs of chopsticks and
brought everything back to the table.

Alex ordered Kung Pao chicken and

I had ordered General Tso’s chicken.

We each had a pork eggroll and

agreed that chicken was generally the most reliable protein to order at
a place like this.

I told Alex how General Tso’s chicken was a guilty

pleasure for me at places like this.

That I am sometimes kind of ashamed

to order it since it it’s such a gluttonous combination of salt, sugar,
and fat laced with a generous dose of monosodium glutamate.

That I am

almost certainly going to feel to some degree like a piece of shit
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afterwards.

I mean it’s not even real Chinese is it?

that I appear unsophisticated ordering it.

I’m self-conscious

I don’t even know proper

pronunciation; sometimes I say “so” sometimes I say it like chow with
an “s.”

We both pry open steamy plastic lids.

With sauces in order,

we continue the interview.
CS: Tell me something you remember.
AM: Alright, let me think. OK, here’s one. There was a small planter outside of an apartment door at the
complex that my babysitter lived at. Instead of any plant growing from the soil in the pot there were American
flags, two I think, maybe three. As a child I looked at things differently than I do now. I think all children do, you
know...certain hierarchies haven’t had the chance to take hold yet. So the flags sticking into this planter were
the type you’d see people holding at 4th of July parades and firework displays. I think back then they were made
of printed fabric attached to a wooden dowel. I feel like any recent ones I’ve seen tend to be all plastic.
CS: Everything is plastic anymore.
AM: Yes. Flags are communication tools...like in golf, NASCAR™, and war. More often though, instead of
indicating locations or unique messages, they’re used to label identity. Nationalist, tribalist, whatever. They
symbolize an “us”, “them”, or accompanying shared narrative. Flags become pretty loaded things, they are
physical objects that work almost entirely symbolic. When you encounter someone displaying an American flag,
you might expect that person to be an American citizen, to have patriotic feelings, or possibly to have some
relationship to the armed services. That’s what I think of now at least. At the time I thought of July fourth.
Sparklers and hot dogs. American flags weren’t quite as big business then, so that was my strongest attachment.
So the flags in the planter—they were glued with razor blades along the handles. I can’t remember if
they were the type from a scraper utility knife or the double-sided snappable kind that used to be used for
shaving. This is something I think of now but not something I thought of then. Confusion of course pulled my
interest. It just did not make sense to me, the configuration of flags with blades. Sharp blades where your hands
and fingers would be. Blades that could go through tissue with ease. Blades that would cause pain. This was not
an accident. Even though young, I recognized intention. But the why escaped me. It was such a silly situation.
The razors were not readily noticeable. I was looking at a decoration. This was something quaint that somebody
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put out for others to look at. In that rural middle American town I lived in, something like this was all too
common and not something to really provoke attention; the flags that is, not the blades. Perhaps no attention
had even been given to this particular scene until that particular child had nothing better to do than look closely
at unassuming things. I’m curious now if anyone else had in fact noticed. If they did, did they just go about their
business? What did they think of this boringly normal display that was all too ready for attack? Were these flags
armed for defense or offense?
After spending some time not understanding the situation, I went and asked my babysitter about the
flags. She seemed ignorant of the situation and told me I should ask the guy who’s apartment they were in front
of. This would be the chance to ask the creator why. So I knocked.
A man opened the door. He was thin and taller than me but probably not a tall man. His face was gaunt
with stubble. I can see late afternoon light slipping through an outdoor hallway from beside us shining silver off
that stubble. I picture him wearing a ballcap with flannel jacket or shirt but this is probably not actually the case.
He probably was also wearing a stained white undershirt—in my memory. Nicotine yellow and shades of tan
color this memory. Maybe he had a mouth that closed too far, indicating some sort of dental deficit. He looked
down at me.
Looking up I asked why. He responded with an uncertain smile then said, “So I can watch little kids like
you running around with their fingers chopped off.”
CS: Whoah, holy shit that’s fuuuucked up!
AM: Yeah it is.
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Two
Just today I noticed a peculiar plank in the parquet flooring of
my apartment.

Something, I’m not sure what, made it stand out to

me.

It seemed a blonder shade of oak than all the others surrounding

it.

Also the light coming in from the window seemed to reflect off

this section of wood differently from the rest.

The varnish handled

the light differently, giving the board an almost opalescent
surface.

Almost as if this particular piece was some kind of foreign

matter in itself.

Was something in fact different about this

particular section of wood among the surrounding supposedly similar
sections of wood.
before?

Also why have I never noticed a difference

Had something about the floor in fact changed to facilitate

such an observation?
floor?

Was a phantom agent operating on my

Could this plank have been replaced with an imposter?

thinking about what secret is beneath.
there?

Mob money?

I start

Is there a safe under

What even is parquet flooring?

I had to look up

the word for proper spelling in order to write this but don’t recall
learning about the definition of that thing the words describe.
There must be some significance to this thing or at least
to this attention to a thing.
thought have taken place?

Why else would any of this extra

It must mean something.

I think.

Supposedly the subconscious is at work processing data
outpacing the conscious mind.

Well, maybe it’s faster or maybe it

just processes different data differently.

Without going too far off

task, maybe my subconscious was at work here...in my apartment seeing
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before looking.

Behind the screen of my eyes is a busy mission

control room manned by diligent men and women much more capable and
qualified than I for the tasks at hand.

It is their job to make sure

that the meat that is me doesn’t do something like walk into traffic
or feel too comfortable addressing too famous of a person.

There are

these specialists and then there is I.

I am like a famous explorer,

famous president, or famous pop singer.

I didn’t design the craft,

draft the treaty, or write the song but people know who I am.
who I am. I think.

I get the credit.

control is quite different though.

For better or worse.

I know
Mission

As you might understand, due to

the nature of such operations, security is pretty high and
transparency is pretty low.
With my cheekbone pressing into the floor I inspect the oak
plank.

It seems to be flush with the rest.

recessed.

It is not raised or

I look for signs, trying to find something—anything to

provoke further scrutiny.

The space between one edge of this plank

and the plank next to it is slightly larger than the other three.
This is an old house though, so variation in cracks in the floor is
not uncommon.

I need to sweep more often.

The crumbs in that space

look to be a intermingling of fresh and old. Pushing with my thumb,
seeking some give I feel something move but then realize it was just
my own material and not the wood’s.
the kitchen drawer.

So I go get a butter knife from

Actually that’s not what I did.

That’s what I

would have done as a kid raised by a single mother in an apartment
without many tools.

This time, more actually, I went and grabbed a

flat head screw driver from a shoe box hidden in the bedroom closet
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that has a lean assortment of basics for home use.

Most of the

serious stuff is kept at the studio.
Prying up the board splits the coating of varnish that
seals this part with the rest.

This fact must mean that if there is

any conspiracy at hand it was either performed before the refinishing
of the floors or is a part of a much more elaborate cover up.

Judging

by the unoriginal Formica cabinets and track lighting, the renovation
to this unit of the brownstone I live in likely wasn’t too recent. To
invest any more into this investigation seems nonsensical.
point I’m just endangering my security deposit.
under there.
else.
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At this

There is not treasure

But it’s not about that anymore, it has become something

I pry up the surface to reveal what’s below.

Three
Alex worked for a time during graduate school in a lab
studying slime mold.

I asked to include a portion of an article from

that time which had received considerable attention mostly because the
famous director in charge was outed as having serious ethical
shortcomings in both the integrity of data being published and also
for consciously neglecting the safety of many members of the team
involved.

Much of the research Alex was helping to work on was pretty

brilliant stuff but became academically and professionally toxic after
the scandal.

What was for a time one of the highest funded research

areas, promising to revolutionize everything from telecommunications
to urban planning, became a bankrupt cause since backers couldn’t
ascertain truth in the situation.
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NEW JOURNAL OF BIO-COMMUNICATIONS
NJBC.M824-4450
FIRST PUBLISHED ON AUGUST 8, 2014

COMPLICATIONS IN SIGNAL BROADCAST TESTING
WITH P. INTERSTITIUM VIA SPOOKY ACTION AT A DISTANCE
ABSTRACT
BECAUSE OF GROWING INTEREST IN THE POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF BIOLOGICALLY DERIVED
QUANTUM FUNCTIONS PRESENT IN P. INTERSTITIUM, IT REMAINS CRITICAL TO DEVISE RELIABLE
TESTING METHODS. SINCE PROCESSES UNIQUE TO THIS ORGANISM SUGGEST THE POSSIBILITY OF
FASTER THAN LIGHT TRANSMISSION BAUD RATES, IT IS EXPECTED THAT RESEARCH IN THIS FIELD WILL
CONTINUE TO GROW EXPONENTIALLY INTO THE FUTURE.
WHEN SETTING UP REWARD BASED BEHAVIOR TRIALS WITH PHYSERUM INTERSTITIUM IT IS
IMPORTANT TO CONSIDER RELATIVELY HIGH OCCURRENCES OF CONTRADICTORY RESPONSE DATA .

THE INITIAL BEHAVIOR TESTS INVOLVING P. INTERSTITIUM WERE TAKEN NEARLY IN WHOLE FROM
PREVIOUS WORK COMPLETED WITH P. POLYCEPHALUM AND ALTHOUGH THE TWO MYCETOZOA
APPEAR TO BE CLOSELY RELATED, THEY DIFFER GREATLY IN THEIR RESPONSE TO STIMULI. BECAUSE OF
THIS, MANY OF THE PROCEDURES MUST BE COMPLETELY REDESIGNED TO PROVIDE MEANINGFUL
CONCLUSIONS FOR THIS NEWLY INTRODUCED SPECIES.
P. POLYCEPHALUM HAS BEEN A PRIMARY SUBJECT FOR YEARS NOW IN THE STUDY OF NON COGNITIVE DECISION MAKING.

THIS COMMON PROTIST HAS NEITHER NEURONS NOR ANY OTHER
BASIC MORPHOLOGY THAT WOULD INDICATE A NERVOUS SYSTEM. DESPITE THESE ANATOMICAL
LIMITATIONS, THE ORGANISM HAS SHOWN PROMISING RESULTS WHEN SUBJECTED TO CHALLENGES
WHICH WOULD NORMALLY BE USED WITH VASTLY MORE COMPLEX ANIMALS . FOR EXAMPLE, IT HAS
BEEN OBSERVED THAT P. POLYCEPHALUM WILL CALCULATE THE MOST EFFICIENT PATH THROUGH A
MAZE OR OTHER SET OF OBSTACLES BY EMPLOYING TRIAL AND ERROR . TESTS HAVE ALSO SHOWN
THAT THE PROTIST WILL BEGIN TO REACT BASED ON MEMORY EVEN THOUGH THERE HAS YET TO BE
OBSERVED ANY PHYSICAL STRUCTURES FOR WHICH THIS MEMORY WOULD BE STORED.

P. INTERSTITIUM HAS NEARLY IDENTICAL MORPHOLOGY TO P. POLYCEPHALUM. HOWEVER,
WHERE TESTS INVOLVING P. POLYCEPHALUM FOLLOW THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF ATTRACTION TO
FOOD AND REPULSION TO LIGHT,

P. INTERSTITIUM REFUSES TO OBEY THIS TREND TO ANY STATISTICAL
AT TIMES P. INTERSTITIUM WILL STARVE ITSELF WHEN A FOOD SOURCE IS READILY
AVAILABLE OR EVEN ACTIVELY SEEK HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS. AT OTHER TIMES IT BEHAVES WITH
RELIABLE SELF-PRESERVATION. IT REMAINS UNKNOWN AS TO THE DECIDING FACTOR FOR EITHER
CONDITION.
SIGNIFICANCE.
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Four

Often when I am given a set of options, I want something else.
unlisted option.

Something special.

An

It’s not always that I want to

choose that other option, I just want it to be there.

To be an option.

Maybe that’s not the case, maybe I wouldn’t want it if it were an option.
Do I want all the options?

Yes.

That’s it, I want all the options and

then I want some non-option thing that is outside the bounds of the
options.

If the non-option thing becomes just another option then I

would have to speculate about other non-options. This is why I ask about
off-menu specials when I dine out—well this, and because of my fear of
commitment.

And I hope not to be too difficult.

I guess what this comes down to is possibilities.

Things that can

happen and things that cannot happen. What happens when that which can’t
happen happens?
impossible.

When one is confronted with a demonstration of the

You can believe or disbelieve.

look for strings.

If you disbelieve you might

If you believe, well, if something you think of as

impossible happens and you believe it to have happened then I suppose
that throws everything else into question. There’s a force to reconsider
expectations.

New realities form where old realities break.

realities come new possibilities.
impossible.
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With new

I would like to give something
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acrylic, body temperature water
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